College of Social Sciences Learning and Teaching Plan 2015-16

The College vision "...to develop and inspire an engaged learning community with a global mindset, sensitive to the multicultural learning and work environment, confident and competent in contributing to the socio-economic development of Scotland and beyond."

Focus for 2014-15 has been

- Assessment & Feedback
  - LEAF project (ASBS)
  - Staff seminars/workshops for CoSS
  - Audio feedback pilot

- Employability / Graduate Attributes
  - Range of initiatives (guest speaker, internships, WRL)

- Student Experience
  - Especially in ASBS

- Enterprise
  - Enterprise officer to work with student societies

- Internationalisation
  - Transition support for GIC students
  - New GIC intern and 0.6 FTE member of staff

- TELT
  - E-assessment projects (& interns)
  - Distance / blended learning (2 BOLD – one Masters in Law and one in Research Methods) School of Law and Education pro-active with MOOCs

Priorities for 2015-16

- Assessment & Feedback
  - CoSS Project & LEAF (especially Law)
  - Sharing good practice
  - Expansion of audio feedback pilot
  - Expansion of AMS (Teleform) and employing technical staff to support

- Employability / Graduate Attributes & Personal Development
  - Response to NSS & PTES
  - CoSS Project, link with Advising

- Internationalisation
  - Internationalising the curriculum (University Strategy) – mainly 2016-17
  - Review of the Undergraduate degree programmes within the Business School

- "Focus" theme as applied to programme offerings (especially PGT) and strategic choices re distance portfolio

- TELT – ongoing Distance Learning & BOLD projects, MOOCs implementation, evaluation and strategy for the future & staff support generally
• Student Experience
  – Advising Review (x5) & NSS/PTES
  – The experience should drive the plan and not surveys

• Staff Experience
  – ‘Agility & People’ course
  – Coordination/administration review – create space for enhancing L&T and supporting cultures